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Multistage hydraulic fracturing is a key technology for developing tight reservoirs. Field data indicate that a small fraction of the
injected water can be recovered during flowback. Fractures play an important role in the retention of fracturing fluid, but the
mechanisms and rules remain uncertain. Therefore, an experimental facility was established for studying the fluid retention in
fractures using an improved conductivity apparatus. The fluid trapped in rough fractures was measured, and the dynamic
changes of the drainage volume and rate under various apertures were analyzed. The effects of different factors, such as the
fracture aperture, surface roughness, tortuosity, and matrix imbibition, on the fluid retention were studied. An empirical
formula between the retention rate and fracture aperture was derived on the basis of mass conservation. Results showed that the
fluid retention rate slowly decreased with an aperture increase in the fracture, and it would increase with considerable
roughness, high tortuosity, and significant matrix imbibition. Meanwhile, drainage volume and rate change dramatically
resulted from the gas drive. Secondary fractures and microcracks played an important role in the retention of fracturing fluid.
Furthermore, the mechanisms of fracturing fluid retained in the tight reservoir, including viscous trapping and “locking” in
fractures, the effect of gravity, surface-bound water film, capillary force retention, and matrix imbibition, were discussed. This
study is significant for understanding the flowback rules of fracturing fluid, diagnosing fracture development, and identifying
reservoir properties.

1. Introduction

Multistage hydraulic fracturing is a key technique for the
effective exploitation of tight reservoirs. In the process of
multistage hydraulic fracturing, a large amount of fractur-
ing fluid is injected into the formation. However, field data
show that the flowback rate of the fracturing fluid after
fracturing is generally no higher than 30% [1]. For con-
ventional reservoir hydraulic fracturing, the flowback rate
should be higher to reduce the damage caused by the
external fluids to the reservoir [2–4]. Nevertheless, the
relationship between the flowback rate and the stimulated
effect in tight reservoirs is unclear, and the production
from wells with high flowback rates is unnecessarily high.
The retained fracturing fluid is closely related to reservoir

damage, environmental protection, and oil and gas pro-
duction [5–8].

During the hydraulic fracturing, a part of retained frac-
turing fluid is imbibed into the matrix, and another portion
is trapped in the fracture. Published studies have suggested
that fracturing fluid enters the matrix by capillary force and
gradually spreads to the deep matrix, which is influenced by
rock composition, mineral content, porosity, permeability,
wettability, geochemical characteristics, and liquid properties
[9–11]. For example, the spontaneous imbibition of marine
and continental shale shows that the imbibition capacity of
marine shale is stronger than that of continental shale due
to the difference of clay mineral content and wettability
[12]. However, some researchers mentioned that only a few
fracturing fluids can enter the shale matrix given the change
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in pressure gradient during fracturing and flowback. The
fracturing fluid, which is similar to proppants in the fracture,
could support some closure fractures [13]. Some studies have
also found that the fracturing fluid cannot flow back in time
during the rapid closure of an unpropped fracture [14].

Realizing fracture characteristics is a prerequisite to
studying the retention of fracturing fluid in fractures. A
single rough fracture is the basic unit that comprises a
fracture network. Many studies have been conducted on the
description methods of rough fracture surfaces and the fluid
flow rules in fractures [15–18]. In the published study,
fracture aperture, surface roughness, and tortuosity are
important parameters in describing fracture characteristics.
However, no uniform standard exists for describing the
characteristics of rough fractures. In the publications of
numerical simulation, a discrete fracture network model
has been established, and fracture length, density, and con-
nectivity have been studied. Enhancing the contact between
the matrix and the fracture can improve the capability of
the fracturing fluid to enter the matrix [19]. The flowback
rate may decrease with a complex fracture network and a
large stimulated volume. So far, this phenomenon cannot
be explained clearly from the level of mechanisms.

Some works have given their views on the retention
mechanism of fracturing fluid by laboratory experiments,
numerical simulations, and field data analysis [20–22]. A
numerical simulation study shows that matrix imbibition,
secondary fracture trapping, and shut-in time significantly
affect production due to fluid retention [19]. The fracture
closure and gravity in the primary fracture are the main
mechanisms of FFR [23]. Experimental results show that
the surface tension and wetting in primary fractures influ-
ence FFR, while gas displaces liquid during flowback. Mean-
while, the effect of gravity separation in a primary fracture on
the fracturing fluid is significant [20]. Until now, there have
been few studies on the mechanism of FFR.

The mechanism and rule of retention in rough fractures
are unclear, and the relationship between the flowback rate
and development of artificial fractures is uncertain. Few
experimental methods have been conducted to simulate the
fluid retention process. In this study, we built an experimen-
tal facility to evaluate fluid retention. The fluid trapped in
rough fractures was measured, and dynamic changes in
drainage volume and rate under various apertures were

analyzed. The effects of different factors, such as the fracture
aperture, surface roughness, tortuosity, and fracture surface
imbibition, on fluid retention were studied, and the retention
rate was calculated on the basis of mass conservation.

2. Classification of Fractures

A complex fracture network that consists of a single rough
fracture is formed during multistage hydraulic fracturing.
Previous studies related to hydraulic fracturing have divided
fractures into primary and secondary fractures [24, 25]. For
further study, fractures are divided into three types, namely,
primary fractures, secondary fractures, and microcracks
according to the customary method and the characteristics
of various man-made fractures [26, 27]. The main classifica-
tion characteristics of fractures are shown in Table 1.

The aperture of the primary fracture is greater than
0.80mm. The fracture has a large opening, which is the main
flow channel of the fluid, and has high conductivity. The
aperture of the secondary fracture is between 0.25 and
0.80mm. The secondary fractures, which are minor channels
of the fluid flow that have good connectivity with the primary
fracture, are numerous and have small apertures. The aper-
ture of a microcrack is less than 0.25mm. They distribute
in a scattered state and have a small scale, which can enhance
rock permeation. The primary fracture, secondary fracture,
and microcrack mentioned in this paper are based on the
classification criteria of fractures, as listed in Table 1.

3. Experimental Materials and Methods

3.1. Sample Acquisition and Characteristics. The sample was
acquired from the shale outcrop (30 00 cm × 30 00 cm ×
30 00 cm) of the Silurian Formation, a marine deposit in
the Sichuan Basin of Southeastern Chongqing. Sample
properties of the standard cores are listed in Table 2. The
average porosity, measured by a helium porosity measure-
ment device, is 5.56%. The average permeability, measured
by a steady-state method, is 0.0007mD (SY/T5336-2006).
X-ray diffraction analysis results of the shale mineral compo-
sition are shown in Table 3. The clay mineral content is
14.5%–40.2%, the quartz content is 38.0%–54%, the feldspar
content is 5.6%–12.1%, and the carbonate rock content is
4.2%–16.0%. Scanning electron microscopy images showed

Table 1: Classification criteria of fractures.

Type Aperture Characteristic Connectivity

Primary fracture >0.80mm Single, large aperture, main flow channel Excellent conductivity

Secondary fracture 0.25–0.80mm Large number, small aperture Good connectivity with primary fracture

Microcrack <0.25mm Discrete distribution, small scale Poor connectivity

Table 2: Sample properties.

Basin Formation Depositional environment Porosity (%) Permeability (mD)

Sichuan Basin Silurian Formation Marine deposition 5.56 0 7 × 10−3
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that an organic fracture is developed and filled with pyrite,
as shown in Figure 1. The elastic modulus is 20.17GPa,
Poisson’s ratio is 0.28, and the density is 2.53 g/cm3.

For the convenience of research, four sets of rock samples
and one group of steel samples were prepared before the
experiment, and they were marked CI, CII, CIII, GHI, and
GHII. The fractures of CI, CII, CIII, and GHI were formed
along the bedding. GHI’s fracture surface was polished by a
grinder, and the fracture of GHII was formed by two steel
plates. They are all shown in Figure 2. The standard cores
were drilled in the direction of the vertical bedding for per-
forming a single-sided spontaneous imbibition experiment.

3.2. Measurement of Surface Roughness. ContourGT is a
three-dimensional optical microscope, which is used to
obtain the roughness and surface topography of the fracture
surface. The principle of white light interference was adopted
for measuring the optical path difference that reflects the
surface physical properties. The measuring resolution is
0.1 nm, the measuring range is 0.1–10mm, and the closed
loop is not stitching, as shown in Figure 3.

The surface topographies of CI, CII, CIII, GHI, and GHII
were scanned using Contour-GT. The local typical mor-
phology of the fracture surface was obtained, as shown in
Figure 4. We could thus acquire the mean square roughness
(Rq), arithmetic mean deviation (Ra), and maximum height
drop (Rv).

3.3. Experimental Apparatus and Methods

3.3.1. Experimental Apparatus. Artificial fractures have
different apertures, roughness, and surface properties. The
fracturing fluid is displaced by the gas during flowback. The
flow and retention rule of fracturing fluid in rough fractures
must be understood. Therefore, a retention experimental

facility was built for studying the effects of fractures between
two test samples on fluid retention. The experimental setup
includes a modified conductivity apparatus and a spontane-
ous imbibition device, as shown in Figure 5. The modified
conductivity apparatus consists of a conductivity room, a
hydraulic pump with automatic pressure control, a laser
ranging sensor for measuring the fracture aperture, and a
computer with SmartSeries software. The device has a
maximum closure pressure of 137MPa, the conductivity
room area is 64.5 cm2, and the fracture aperture-controlling
accuracy is 0.1mm. The spontaneous imbibition device is
composed of an electronic balance, a constant-temperature
and humidity box, and a computer with software. The accu-
racy of the electronic balance is 0.00001 g; it was used to
obtain the value of matrix imbibition mass for calculating
the retention rate.

3.3.2. Experimental Methods. The surface morphology of the
samples was scanned before the experiment for determining
surface roughness and three-dimensional topography. The
experimental setup established using the conductivity appa-
ratus was used for liquid loading and gas displacing, as shown
in Figure 6(a) (the green pipeline is the gas-displacing sys-
tem and the blue pipeline is the liquid-loading system).
Figure 6(b) shows the placement of the specimen inside
the testing cell, orientation of the fracture, and fluid flow/
drainage direction. Distilled water was used, and its volume
flow rate was 5mL/min. Nitrogen was also used, and its
volume flow rate was 10mL/min. The change in the fracture
aperture could be monitored in real time through a displace-
ment sensor. The drainage liquid mass could be collected by
the balance at the outlet. The total amount of the injected
water mass could be obtained by an integral. The loading
mass and retention rate of fluids with different apertures,
surface roughness, tortuosity, and matrix imbibition were

Table 3: Mineral composition.

Mineral type Clay Quartz Feldspar Carbonate

Mass percentage 14.5%–40.2% 38.0%–54.0% 5.6%–12.1% 4.2%–16.0%

(a) (b)

Figure 1: SEM images: (a) natural fracture filled with pyrite and (b) organic development.
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obtained. A one-sided spontaneous imbibition experiment of
the standard core was conducted to obtain the mass of the
spontaneous imbibition matrix.

An experiment on fluid retention was performed in the
following procedure. (1) The test sample was loaded into
the conductivity room according to the industrial standard
SY/T 6302-2009. (2) The device was opened, and the initial
fracture aperture was set. (3) The inlet valve was opened for
injecting liquid into the crack and closed after the stability
of flow at the outlet for 15min. (4) The gas valve was opened
for 30min for simulating the gas displacement that would
occur upon disappearance of the liquid flow at the outlet.
(5) The fracture aperture was adjusted before the next cycle,
and the experimental data were recorded by the computer
in real time. The experimental process ended upon comple-
tion of the above steps.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Characteristics of Drainage Mass and Rate. The experi-
ment was performed using four sets of test samples and one
group of steel plates by adjustment of the fracture aperture.
The drainage characteristics of CI, CII, and CIII at different
fracture apertures were analyzed. In Figure 7(a), the fracture
apertures are 1.7, 1.0, 0.5, and 0.1mm. The experiment was
used as a basic experiment without gas drive. The mass of

the drainage fluid continuously increases under the different
apertures. The drainage mass of the same set of experiments
decreases with the reduction in the fracture aperture. In
Figures 7(b) and 7(c), the fracture apertures are 1.6, 1.3,
and 0.2mm. The gas drive increases the drainage mass by
comparison. In Figures 7(d) and 7(e), the fracture apertures
are 2.2, 1.8, 1.6, and 1.3mm. Figures 7(b) and 7(d) represent
the case without gas drive, whereas Figures 7(c) and 7(e)
represent the case with gas drive. When the apertures are
2.2 and 1.8mm, the drainage mass increases and then fluctu-
ates severely due to a gas breakthrough in the fracture. In the
initial stage, the drainage mass increases rapidly, and the
increase in the drainage mass gradually decreases. The gas
drive increases the final mass of the drainage fluid. The drain-
age mass in the rear of the gas drive begins to fluctuate, which
results in a certain increase in the total drainage volume.

In Figure 8(a), the fracture apertures are 1.7, 1.0, 0.5, and
0.1mm. The rate of the drainage fluid shows a decrease trend
with time. A remarkable difference in the initial drainage rate
with different apertures is observed, and the difference
gradually decreases with time. In Figures 8(b) and 8(c), the
fracture apertures are 1.6, 1.3, and 0.2mm. The gas drive,
which was conducted in Figure 8(c) but not in Figure 8(b),
clearly increases the drainage rate.

In Figures 8(d) and 8(e), the fracture apertures are 2.2,
1.8, 1.6, and 1.3mm. The gas drive, which was conducted in

Fracture

GHI GHII

CIIICIICI

Figure 2: Surface characteristics of samples, four sets of test samples, and one group of steel samples (top view).
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Figure 8(e) but not in Figure 8(d), increases the rate of the
drainage fluid significantly. A comparison of Figures 8(b)
and 8(c) with Figures 8(d) and 8(e) shows a noticeable
difference in the drainage rate under the condition of gas
displacement. The gas drive results in a sudden increase in
the drainage mass and rate. This process is considered to sim-
ulate the beginning of gas production of hydraulic fracturing
flowback. The characteristic of the gas-water ratio during
flowback can identify the complexity of reservoir fractures.
The stimulated volume was evaluated on the basis of the
material balance equation [28].

4.2. Factors Affecting Liquid Retention. A large number of
fractures will be generated after a tight reservoir is fractured.
The fracture has different apertures, surface roughness, and
tortuosity. The high imbibition capacity and adsorbed water
film are caused by a large number of micro–nanopores, rich
clay content, and a large stimulated area, which are not found
in conventional reservoirs. Therefore, the aperture, rough-
ness, tortuosity, and surface imbibition are studied. Accord-
ing to the principle of mass conservation, the amount of
injected fracturing fluid in the formation is equal to the
sum of the mass of fluid discharged and retained in the
fractures. The total amount of liquid injected is calculated

according to the injection rate. The drainage mass after gas
drive can be read directly from the outlet balance. The reten-
tion mass is equal to the difference between the total amount
of the injected liquid and the collecting mass of the balance
after the gas drive.

4.2.1. Aperture of the Fracture. The fracture aperture is an
important parameter describing the fracture feature. It
decreases with the increase in the closure stress. The true
opening value is obtained by comparing the initial set value
with the closure value. Five groups of experiments were
carried out, including sixteen different sets of apertures.
The aperture is 0.1mm, 0.2mm, 0.5mm, 0.7mm, 0.8mm,
1.0mm, 1.3mm, 1.6mm, 1.7mm, 1.8mm, and 2.2mm. The
frequency of the fracture aperture is obtained by a statistical
analysis, as shown in Figure 9. According to the classification
criteria of fractures, 25% of microcracks, 25% of secondary
fractures, and 50% of primary fractures are representative.

Figure 10 shows the loading mass (retention mass) of the
liquid at different apertures of CI, CII, and CIII. The loading
mass decreases with the increase in the aperture of the
fracture. CI and CII show that the effect of aperture change
on a small scale on the fluid retention is greater than that
on a large scale. However, CIII shows no such obvious

Figure 3: ContourGT.
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pattern that could be caused by gas displacement. There is
some difference between gas displacement and no gas
displacement. The discharge of liquid depends mainly on
the elasticity of formation and liquid expansion without gas
displacement [29]. The gas provides displacement pressure
and increases the discharge capacity of the liquid.

4.2.2. Surface Roughness. The relevant typical morphology of
the sample fracture surface is extracted, as shown in Table 4.
Considering Rq, Ra, and Rv, we can determine the contrast of
roughness: RCI > RCII > RCIII > RGHI > RGHII. The maximum
drops of CI, CII, and CIII are much larger than those
of GHI and GHII. The asperity on the fracture surface
determines the primary roughness, which is the first contact
area with the decrease in the fracture aperture.

Different test samples have different roughness under the
same aperture. When the aperture is 0.1mm and 0.5mm, the
loading mass of CI is higher than that of GHI. When the
opening aperture is 0.2mm, the loading mass of CIII is
greater than that of GHI. When the aperture is 1.6mm, the
loading mass of CII is greater than that of CIII. High rough-
ness leads to a large loading mass. The difference is that the
loading mass of CII is lower than that of CIII when the
aperture is 1.3mm, although the roughness of CII is higher
than that of CIII.

One possible reason is that the aperture exerts a main
effect on the liquid retention under large apertures, as shown

in Figure 11. The primary roughness dominates the direction
of the fluid flow and pressure distribution and is character-
ized by the maximum peak, height of the maximum peak
valley, and maximum height drop. The secondary roughness
was characterized by root-mean-square roughness and
contour arithmetic mean square deviation, which mainly
influences the distribution of the fracturing fluid in the frac-
tures [30]. The surface roughness is an important parameter
that affects the fluid flow state, and it also has a significant
effect on the retention of the fracturing fluid [31, 32].

4.2.3. Fracture Tortuosity. Fractures were modeled using
parallel plates in the study of fluid flow in fractures [33], as
shown in Figure 12(a). The real fracture surface is rough,
and the fracture formed by the rough surface has a certain
tortuosity, as shown in Figure 12(b). Roughness and tortuos-
ity affect the flow state and the regularity of fluid in fractures.
The presence of tortuosity increases the flow space and the
fracture surface area connected with fluid.

Tortuosity can be characterized by different methods.
The simplest method for describing tortuosity is the rate
of chord and arc, which is defined as the ratio of the
length of the curve to the distance between the endpoints.
According to the definition of tortuosity, we can obtain
τCI > τCII > τCIII > τGHI ≈ τGHII. When the aperture is
0.1mm, the loading mass of CI is higher than that of GHI.
When the aperture is 0.2mm, the loading mass of CIII is
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16.00
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Figure 4: Typical morphology of the fracture surface: (a) CI, (b) CII, (c) CIII, (d) GHI, and (e) GHII.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Experimental apparatus: (a) modified conductivity apparatus and (b) spontaneous imbibition device.
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higher than that of GHI. As shown in Figure 13, the loading
mass increases with great tortuosity.

4.2.4. Imbibition of the Matrix. The degree of rock dryness
affects the matrix imbibition. In the process of reservoir for-
mation, hydrocarbon drainage and vaporization occur in a
tight reservoir. The high temperature and pressure condi-
tions underground keep the water evaporating continuously,
thereby resulting in the low water saturation of the rock. The
fracturing fluid enters the dry reservoir under a “thirsty” state
and is thus difficult to expel. A single-sided spontaneous

imbibition experiment of four groups (I, II, III, and IV) was
performed. The core circumference and top surface were
sealed by epoxy resin to appear as a face. The sample
immersed in the liquid completely was suspended from the
analytical balance with a waterproof line [9]. As shown in
Figure 14, we could gain the single surface spontaneous
imbibition mass. And then, we calculated the single surface
spontaneous imbibition mass per unit area. Finally, we would
gain the imbibition mass of test samples. The special proper-
ties of the shale lead to high imbibition. However, compared
with the FFR in the fracture (for example, Figure 10), the
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proportion of spontaneous imbibition near the fracture
surface is smaller.

5. Calculation of the Retention Rate

According to mass conservation, the amount of the injected
fluid in the formation is equal to the sum of the amount of
fluid discharged and liquid retained in the fractures. The
amount of liquid retained in the fractures can be decomposed
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Table 4: Local roughness of test samples.

Test sample name Ra (μm) Rq (μm) Rv (μm)

CI 270.025 330.888 772.332

CII 231.824 286.561 691.251

CIII 97.358 117.974 421.261

GHI 18.589 26.389 146.435

GHII 8.953 7.957 59.837
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into matrix imbibition, surface-bound water film, capillary
retention on the surface, viscous retention in the fractures,
and the retention due to fracture “locking.” They are
described by using

〠M =Mf +Mm +Ms +Mc +Mv +M1, 1

where ΣM is the total injection mass (g), Mf is the drainage
mass (g), Mm is the matrix imbibition (g), Ms is the
surface-bound water film retention (g), Mc is the capillary
retention (g), Mv is the viscous retention (g), and Ml is the
fracture “lock” retention (g). In this study, the parameters

in equation (1) can be obtained via an experiment of
retention and spontaneous imbibition.

R = ∑M −Mf
∑M

, 2

where R is the retention rate and is a dimensionless
parameter. The total injection ΣM can be obtained by
integration of the pump displacement. The matrix mass
after the imbibition stability is included in the numerator of
(2) considering the time effect of imbibition. The retention
rate of the fracturing fluid of the four groups of test
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Figure 14: Single-sided imbibition: (a) standard rock imbibition and (b) test sample imbibition.
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Figure 15: Continued.
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samples and a set of steel samples under different fracture
apertures was obtained, as shown in Figure 15.

The retention rate decreases with the increase in aperture
and maintains at 70%–85%. The retention rate of the primary
fracture is between 70% and 77%, the retention rate of the
secondary fracture is between 75% and 80%, and the
retention rate of the microcrack is between 78% and
85%. A partition evaluation diagram of the FFR rate is
shown in Figure 16.

Microcracks, secondary fractures, and primary fractures
correspond to three related fracture zones. The retention
rates of the microcrack and secondary fracture zones are
higher than that of the primary fracture zone. The aperture
increases from 0.1mm to 2.2mm, and the retention rate
decreases from approximately 85% to 70%. The empirical
formula y = −0 024lnx + 0 7582 can be obtained by fitting
the curve, as shown in Figure 16. The retention rates of the

rough fracture are scattered on both sides of fitting line A,
and the retention rates of the smooth fracture are scattered
on both sides of fitting line C. With a decrease in the aperture
of the primary fracture to the secondary fracture, the asperity
of the fracture surface can cause local contact and retain the
fluid near the contact points.

The samples were split along the bedding, and one of
them was subjected to a smooth treatment. The smooth
fracture surface may be damaged in the treatment process
and reduce the fracturing fluid imbibition. The dry surface
and the driving pressure difference are small, and the fitting
points are uniformly distributed near fitting line A. Consider-
able retention rate points of small fractures distribute around
fitting line C with great tortuosity and high retention rate.
Tortuosity increases the complexity of the channels, thereby
requiring high pressure and energy to drain the fluid. The
retention rate becomes high with small aperture, large
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Figure 15: Retention rate at different apertures: (a) CI, (b) CII, (c) CIII, (d) GHI, and (e) GHII.
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roughness, high tortuosity, and high imbibition of the matrix.
Fracturing fluid is mainly trapped in fracture systems, which
has different functions at various apertures. Secondary frac-
tures and microcracks play an important role in the retention
of fracturing fluid.

6. Discussion

6.1. Mechanisms of FFR. The retention of fracturing fluid in
the rough fractures of tight reservoirs is controlled by various
mechanisms. The predominant mechanism of FFR varies
under different fracture geometry characteristics and reser-
voir properties. Experiments in this study were conducted
to study the retention mechanism, including retention of
the surface capillary force, irreducible water film, matrix
imbibition, and viscous trapping in the fracture.

Restricted by experimental conditions, mechanisms not
studied also include the gravity in the primary fracture and
the “locking” in the microcrack [24]. The fluid flowback
rate when the gas displacement direction is the same as
the direction of gravity is greater than that opposite in the
primary fracture [19]. Gravity segregation is an important
mechanism that influences the retention in the primary
fracture, which is affected by the fracture aperture, fracture
height, and liquid viscosity. The retention rate becomes
large with high fracture height, rough fracture surface,
and high density of the network.

The viscous force and capillary force exert significant
influences on the exchange of fluid in fractures and the
matrix at low velocity. Viscous retention in the microcrack
is caused by the viscous force, and capillary retention on

the fracture surface is formed by the capillary force.
The viscous retention has a significant effect with small
aperture and pressure difference and great viscosity. The
capillary retention is influenced by great roughness and
water-wet reservoirs. The rock fracture surface will be
covered with a layer of water film influenced by the con-
tent of clay minerals, formation water, and property of
fracturing fluid. The surface-bound water film is another
important mechanism of FFR impacted by the dryness
and the property of the rock surface. The dry rock surface
and strong hydrophilic rock are conducive to fluid retention,
as shown in Figure 17.

“Locking” is defined as storage of liquids in rough
fractures under the condition of a certain contact area and
external pressure. A portion of the secondary fracture is
partially supported by a proppant. The fracturing fluid is
trapped in the fractures after the closure of fracture, as shown
in Figure 18. The “locking” of fractures may be an important
mechanism that improves formation energy, which can store
high-pressure fracturing fluid. The “locking” is mainly con-
trolled by the aperture, roughness, closure stress, and contact
area. High roughness, local “locking,” and large area of con-
tact are conducive to the retention of the fracturing fluid.

Spontaneous imbibition is an important mechanism
of fluid retention during the flowback affected by the
porosity, clay minerals, surfactant, and injection fluid
salinity. Micro–nanopores, high clay and ionic content, and
wettability of the fluid are conducive to spontaneous imbibi-
tion [10, 12]. The retention mechanisms of fracturing fluid
are summarized according to the retention type, controlling
factor, and favorable condition, as shown in Table 5.

y = −0.024lnx + 0.7582
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Figure 16: Relationship between the aperture and retention rate.
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6.2. Retention Rules of Fracturing Fluid. Based on the above
research, we could see that the mechanism of fluid retention
mainly includes gravity retention in the primary fracture,
which is related to the fracture aperture. Surface-bound water
film, fracture closure “locking,” and viscous trapping domi-
nate in the secondary fracture. Surface capillary retention,
surface-bound water film, and matrix pore imbibition are
key control factors of fluid retention in the microcracks.
Retention is divided into fracture volume-dependent reten-
tion and surface-related retention. The fluid retained in
fractures may be driven out owing to volume-dependent
retention, whereas fluid trapped due to surface-related
retention is difficult to drive out. The aperture of the primary
fracture is greater than 0.9mm. When the aperture is
sufficiently large, the fluid retention is mainly affected by
the fracture aperture and the gas drive pressure. However,
roughness and tortuosity have minimal effects. When the
aperture reaches the scale range of the secondary fracture
(aperture between 0.25 and 0.7mm), the contact of the
microconvex body on the rough fracture surface will reduce
the drainage of liquid. The roughness and tortuosity of the
fracture play an important role in the retention of the fractur-
ing fluid in a secondary fracture. With a further reduction in
the fracture aperture, the scale range of a microcrack (less
than 0.2mm) is gradually reached. The contact area between
the two joints increases.

The retention rate of the fracturing fluid in the primary
fracture is approximately 30% owing to the surface tension
of the proppant, wettability, and gravity [20]. The difference
in the retention rate in the primary fracture between this
study and previous research is attributed to the following
reasons. (1) The fracture area is 64.5 cm2, and the material

is shale outcrop in this study. The fracture area is 625 cm2,
and the material is glass plate in Parmer’s study. (2) A prop-
pant was not used in the primary fracture of this study, in
which the retention rate of liquid in the primary fracture
may be overestimated. However, the subsidence of the prop-
pant in the main fracture is typically considered.

Flowback is required in tight reservoirs during the later
stages of fracturing. During the process of flowback, the
fracturing fluid and gas are produced at the same time. The
experiment simulated two stages of liquid flowback. The first
stage relies on the elastic energy of the rock itself to drain the
liquid in fractures. In the second stage, the incoming gas
provides the power for the drainage of the liquid. The free
gas generated during the formation of the fracture network
can be produced and consumed continuously when the
fracturing fluid is discharged in the initial stage. The gas
was injected after a certain period of drainage in this experi-
ment. When the gas-dominant channel was formed in the
fracture, the capability of driving fluid dropped dramatically.
Once this “breakthrough” occurred during flowback, it
could aggravate the retention in fractures. The discharge
of liquid is mainly dependent on the elastic energy of for-
mation and liquid expansion without gas providing the
energy of displacement.

The nozzle size can be adjusted to control the flowback
speed during the period of loading water recovery. “Break-
through” should be avoided as much as possible owing to
the damage to the formation. The drainage rate represents
the discharge velocity of the fracturing fluid, and it is high
under large apertures in the initial stage. The presence of
gas has a significant effect on the drainage rate. Development
of the tight reservoir is efficient with high reservoir quality
and a complex network.

6.3. Application of FFR. The engineering parameter that
corresponds to the retention rate of fracturing fluid is the
flowback rate in the field. A low postfracturing flowback rate
for efficient and fracture-developed wells in tight reservoirs
exist. Fracturing fluid entering the formation gradually
diffuses into the deep part of the matrix. Yang et al. found
that the capacity for spontaneous imbibition is positively
correlated with the content and type of clay mineral. The

Water blocking

Figure 18: Fracture “locking.”

Matrix imbibition

Bounded 
water film

Trapping water by
viscous force

Bounded water
by capillary pressure

Figure 17: Fracture surface retention and viscous trapping in the fracture.
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volume of imbibition is larger than its pore volume [9]. Hu
et al.’s research showed that the retention of fracturing fluid
in organic pores is directly related to the mineral types. The
thermal maturity of an organic matter and the roughness of
the pores are closely related to the retention [33]. The
reduced flowback rate results from the surface-bound water
film, surface retention by capillary force, and matrix
imbibition. A high retention rate is related to great matrix
imbibition, rich organic matter content, and complex organic
pore. The retention rate can reflect the reservoir property.

Multistage hydraulic fracturing usually forms multi-
stage fractures. A large amount of fracturing fluid is
injected into the formation to create fractures, accompa-
nied by a large amount of free gas. When the fracture size
is less than 0.1mm (microcrack), the fluid entering the
microcrack cannot easily flow back. When the fracture size
is between 0.2 and 0.9mm (secondary fracture), the fluid
entering the secondary fracture can flow back partially.
When the fracture size is larger than 0.9mm (hydraulic
fracture), the fluid entering the primary fracture is likely
to flow back. A high retention rate is related to the high
frequency of secondary fractures and microcracks formed
in the fracture system and the high roughness and tortu-
osity. A good fracturing effect is related to good connec-
tivity between the matrix and fracture, as shown in
Figure 19. Compared with simple fractures, the complex
fractures have more secondary and microfractures, larger
stimulated volume, and more matrix imbibition. Therefore,
they have a lower flowback rate and a higher initial gas
production rate.

7. Conclusions

We can draw the following conclusions from the above
results.

(1) Fluid is mainly retained in the fracture system, and
secondary fractures and microcracks play a major
role in fluid retention. The retention of fracturing
fluid decreases with an increase in the fracture
aperture. The retention rate of fluid will increase with
the small aperture, high roughness, high tortuosity,
and high matrix imbibition

(2) Gas drive can cause abrupt changes in the drainage
mass and rate. When gas drive is not performed,
the drainage rate decreases smoothly and the
drainage mass increases steadily. After the gas drive,
sufficient gas volume is related to improving drainage
rate and mass. As the gas creates a “breakthrough”
phenomenon in the fractures, the increase in the
drainage mass tends to plateau off

(3) Liquid retention in the primary fracture is mainly
affected by the fracture aperture. Liquid retention in
the secondary fracture is mainly affected by the
surface roughness and tortuosity. The liquid reten-
tion in the microfractures is mainly affected by
the fracture aperture and surface roughness. The
retained fluid related to the volume may be driven
out, whereas that related to the surface is difficult
to drive out

Table 5: FFR mechanisms.

Retention mechanism Controlling factor Favorable condition

Surface capillary retention Wettability, surface roughness Large roughness, hydrophilic rock, low flow rate

Surface-bound water film Surface dryness, liquid surface properties Dry surface, strong hydrophilicity

Matrix pore imbibition Physical properties, liquid type, clay and ion content Small pores, wetting liquids, high clay/ion content

Fracture closure “locking” Contact area, fracture aperture, roughness, stress Large contact area/stress, high roughness, small aperture

Gravity retention
Liquid viscosity, fracture aperture, roughness,

fracture height
High viscous force, large aperture

Viscous trapping Fracture aperture, drive pressure, liquid viscosity Small aperture and pressure, high viscosity

Primary fracture

Microfracture

Secondary fracture

Horizontal well

(a)

Primary fracture

Microfracture

Secondary fracture

Horizontal well

(b)

Figure 19: Comparison of fractures: (a) complex fractures and (b) simple fractures (modified from Ghanbari and Dehghanpour [24]).
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Nomenclature

Rq: Mean square roughness (μm)
Ra: Arithmetic mean deviation of roughness (μm)
Rv: Maximum height drop of roughness (μm)
ΣM: Total injection mass (g)
Mf : Drainage mass (g)
Mm: Matrix imbibition (g)
Ms: Surface-bound water film retention (g)
Mc: Capillary retention (g)
Mv: Viscous retention (g)
Ml: Fracture “lock” retention (g)
R: Retention rate (%).
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